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I. INTRODUCTION

Short term statistics for industry and construction are available as absolute data and serve as the
primary statistical basis for computing EU-harmonised short term indicators (Index of Production,
Index of Turnover, etc.) Absolute data has to be published 90 days after the end of the reference
month, whereas the indices are demanded 60 days after the end of the reference month by the European
Comission. A further reduction of publication times for selected indices by another 30 days is intended.
Current data-processing is not compatible with this scenario for which reason a new estimation method
has to be employed.

Estimation methods to consider for meeting EU-requirements include data imputation methods, uni-
variate and multivariate time series models. Taking into account the short publication limits, data
cleaning and editing cannot be implemented in the usual way. However, data editing is of fundamental
importance here, because raw data is strongly e�ected by inaccurate/wrong values.

II. Short term statistics in industry and construction

A. Description

Economic data compiled for the EU-harmonised monthly short term statistics in industry and construc-
tion (Sections C to F of NACE 2003 or Sections B to F of NACE 2008), which were introduced in 1996,
serves as one of the main sources of information for assessing the economic development of Austria
and, owing to the obligation to report to the European Community as a component of the European
information system, of the overall European economic and monetary area. The short term statistics in
industry and construction serves as the primary statistical basis for computing EU-harmonised short
term indicators.

Indicators have been calculated and published at the level of the divisions, subsections and sections B
to F of NACE 2008 and for �ve main industrial groupings (consolidation of economic branches that
predominantly produce goods for intermediate consumption, energy, capital goods, consumer durables
or non-durables) beginning with reference period January 1996.

The turnover index (domestic, foreign and total markets) shows trends in e�ective demand at enter-
prises' current prices. Information on turnover is of key importance for short term analysis. Whereas
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the production index provides information on trends in actual monthly production output (irrespective
of what happens in sales), turnover is used to assess current trends in sales and thus demand.

The index of hours worked depicts trends in the volume of work at establishments in the individual
economic sectors of industries and construction (NACE Sections B-F) and is used inter alia for cal-
culating productivity. It is composed of the hours worked by white and blue collar workers and by
apprentices. Hours worked by outworkers are not included. (Hirsch et al. [2015] and Pintarich et al.
[2014]).

B. Data availability

In total 10,000 to 14,000 units reporting around 50 variables have to be processed on a monthly basis.
There are di�erent steps in data processing and publishing the data. The �rst date of publication is
55 days after the end of the reference month when �rst preliminary results are published, based on
about 80 per cent of total units - missing data is completed by imputation methods. 30 days later �nal
results are published, based on about 90 to 98 per cent of total units. However, there is another data
release in october of the year following the reference year - until this time data revisions are performed,
thereafter the data set is supposed to be �nal (no more revisions).

As already mentioned, for these publications missing data is completed by data imputation methods.
Data editing/cleaning is done in a routine process by subject matter experts, accessing numerous
administrative sources like tax reports, social security accounts, etc. Figure 1 shows the response rates
for di�erent publication dates. (The numbers in the graph refer to data received and being recorded
in the data base. In 2012 electronic reporting devices were speci�cally promoted by Statistics Austria
for which reason data recording was accelerated. (By receiving e-mail instead of snail mail and the
automatic data transfer of electronic data)).
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Figure 1. Questionnaires received and recorded in the respective data systems in per
cent for di�erent publication dates. Shadowed areas shows from-to range.
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III. X12-Arima

The X12-Arima program (Findley et al. [1998]) is a state-of-the art software for seasonal adjustment
of time series, used in national statistical o�ces worldwide. Besides the decomposition of time series
basically into a trend-component, a seasonal and a residual component the program o�ers model
selection capabilities as well as numerous quality diagnostics. The program is available for windows
and linux/unix platforms.

Kowarik et al. [2014] have written an R package x12 as a wrapper function of X12-Arima o�ering
almoust full functionality of the original program. Therefore X12 can be run directly in R in single
mode and for thousands of series in batch-mode as well. Additionally, X12-GUI o�ers a graphical user
interface for the program, so no R programming skills are necessary to run X12 in R.

Moreover, SAS o�ers X12 procedures with limited functionality (X11 and X12) and the graphical user
interface Demetra Grudkowska [2011] includes X12 and X13 respectively as well as the parametric
seasonal adjustment program TRAMO/SEATS (Time Series Regression with Arima Noise, Missing
Observations and Outliers/Signal Extraction in Arima Time Series - Gomez and Maravall [1997]).

A. Program steps

X12-Arima is devided into three parts. The main part, X11, consists of smoothing and exponentially
weighting methods for seasonal adjustment. However, in the latest release X13 a model-based approach
(using a version of SEATS) is o�erd additionally to the nonparametric procedure.

Before the seasonal adjustment is performed in X11, the series is treated in the preadjustment-routine
called RegArima. Here, an arima-model is �tted to the original data and it allows for additional
regressors for holiday/trading-day adjustment, outliers and other user-de�ned regressors. With the
�tted arima-model forecasts and backcasts are generated to enable using symmetric �lters for both
ends of the time-series.

Finally, in a third part of the program, quality diagnostics and graphs (spectral graphs, autocorel-
lograms, density plots, seasonal plots, etc.) inform the user about quality and stability of the adjust-
ment.

B. Outlier adjustment

The automatic outlier identi�cation procedure is a stepwise regression approach based on the work of
Chang and Tiao [1983]. In the default procedure regressors are �t at all time points of the series, and
their corresponding t-statistics are compared against speci�ed critical values, which are relatively high
because of the multiple testing problem.

The program o�ers tests for additive outliers, level shifts, temporary changes, ramps and (in later
versions) also for seasonal outliers. Outliers can be identi�ed automatically, however speci�c outliers
can be �xed by the user. Identi�ed outliers are substituted by replacement values for running the
seasonal adjustment procedure. In a �nal step the outliers are reimputed to the seasonaly adjusted
series.
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IV. Data editing

Short term indicators for industry and construction are published 55 days and 85 days after the
end of the reference month. Since 2013 Statistics Austria publishes �rst "�ash estimates" for selected
aggregates 30 days after the end of the reference month. However, at this time no routine data cleaning
can be done by subject matter experts because of limited resources. Without data-editing estimation
of missing values based on early available data like imputation methods or multivariate time series
models would be strongly in�uenced by outliers.

The data-cleaning routine, notably the outlier identi�cation and replacement process needs to be
processed fully automatically, for which reason the seasonal adjustment program X12-Arima was con-
sidered, o�ering a sophisticated build-in outlier-identi�cation procedure. Because of the fact that a
(multivariate) time-series approach was selected for 'nowcasting' missing data, it was necessary not
only to test actual data but also historical values which are usually �xed after two years and which
are supposed to be well analysed by subject matter experts. However, having to focus on large units
outliers for smaller units could still be present in historical data.

X12-Arima o�ers automatic identi�cation of di�erent kinds of outliers - basically additive outliers,
transitory changes, level shifts and ramps. The Identi�cation of outliers for this data-set needs to
be done with particular caution (attention), because real data should not be altered/eliminated and
the data-set was already investigated intensively for past periods, for which reason not too many
outliers are expected to be identi�ed for a single time-series. Additionally, 'unusual' developements
for variables like turnover, production, etc. are absolutely possible, for example in the construction
sector where holdings are created to cooperate in speci�c projects or for expensive goods which are
demanded erratically like aircrafts (see �gure 2). In such cases visual inspection of the graphs would
be absolutely necessary.
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Figure 2. Time-Series with very erratic behaviour - avoid outlier adjustment?

The outlier identi�cation procedure was done for additive outliers only, because not identifying a whole
series of outliers for a longer period of time was supposed to be rather unrealistic - a level shift, e.g.
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could be induced by a reorganisation of a unit rather than by undetected false data reported for some
months or even for years.

In a �rst run time series were created for all units with reporting obligation for the reference month (in
the concrete case 10,770 units) - time series with more than 35 nonmissing observations (8,872 units)
could be treated with X12 (the program needs at least 36 observations) the rest had to be analysed
seperately.

A. Missing data

Short term statistics in production and construction are realised/performed as so called 'concentration-
sample', meaning that only enterprises beyond a certain size-threshold (turnover and/or number of
employees), are obliged to report. Every october Statistics Austria determines which enterprises have to
report for this survey in subsequent years, implying that 'borderline units', i.e. enterprises approaching
the reporting-thresholds could have to report for one year but not for the year after, etc.. For that
reason several time-series exhibit periods of 12 months or even muliples of 12 months of missing data.

Interpolation of missing data is done in X12-Arima automatically within the pre-adjustment regarima-
modelling procedure. The interpolation procedure of X12-Arima is straightforward, using the identi�ed
arima-model for calculation of missing values. In the concrete case of the above mentioned 'borderline-
units' this procedure will constantly overestimate missing values in the �rst months/years a unit falls
below the reporting thresholds, because falling below the threshold implies decreasing turnover (if
this is the variable analysed) and reentering the sample implies higher turnover as before - therefore
interpolation will show an upward trend from the beginning of the elimination from the sample as
illustrated in �gure 3; here, the original series shows a level shift shortly before reentering the sample,
whereas interpolated values increase over the whole period the unit was not in the sample.
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Figure 3. Interpolation of missing values in X12: increasing function instead of a level shift
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B. Performance

X12-Arima enables processing thousands of series in batch-mode. For outlier-detection of short-term
statistics 8,872 series with more than 35 observations had to be treated. The x12-package in R enables
the user to run the program on multiple cores, accelerating computation time considerably - in single-
core mode the program needs about 1.5 hours processing time for this number of series, running the
programm in parallel-mode on 14 cores reduces processing-time to about 5 minutes1.

Figure 4 illustrates selected results from the outlier-identi�cation procedure: original and outlier-
adjusted series (with missing values interpolated) are plotted on top of each other (red lines: interpo-
lated and outlier adjusted series, grey lines: original series). The sensitivity of outlier identi�cation,
in X12-Arima manageable by varying the t-value, which is usually set automatically by the program
depending on the length of the series2, was set/kept rather low because only values which are consid-
ered extremely unusual should be identi�ed/found. Fixing a t-value of 8 the program �nds 1,042 series
(out of 8,872) containing at least one outlier, a number which was considered too high. Increasing the
t-value to 20 results in 112 series with identi�ed outliers.

A typical shape of an outlier-seris is shown in panel 1 of �gure 4; Monetary variables have to be reported
in e100 but several enterprises report their data in e1 or even in 1 cent which is interpreted as 10,000
times the real value. Outlier series 2 and 4 show interpolated values of 4 to 6 years of observations,
it should however be noted (as seen in the plot of outlier series 4) that interpolated values can be
negative! Outliers in series 3 would not be eliminated, because these are supposed to be real values. A
zero-value for the very last observation (see panel 2) could be generated in case of item non-response.

From the 8,872 series which were committed to X12-Arima, 177 could not be processed because of too
many missing values or for other reasons (see �gure 5) - problematic series 3 could probably not be
handled because of too less variation in the beginning of the series.

C. Alternative programs

Alternatives for outlier identi�cation are for example the R package 'tsoutliers' (de Lacalle [2015]) or
the Tramo based program Terror ('Tramo for Errors' - Caporello and Maravall [2004]). The results of
the pre-adjustment procedure in X12-Arima is supposed to be very similar to those of program Terror,
because it is already based on a version of Tramo. However, the performance of these alternatives still
has to be tested.

1The parameters were held constant for the whole number of series, i.e. for all series an airline model was used (instead
of estimating the model order automatically), no transformation of values was pre�ered over automatic choice, etc. (Many
series contain zero-values, therefore no log adjustment was preselected). Allowing for series-speci�c models/parameters
naturally extends running time.

2For the time-series analysed here, the t-value determined by the program would be about 3.8.
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Figure 4. Outlier identi�cation and replacement of missing values in X12-Arima
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Figure 5. Problematic Series which cannot be processed by X12-Arima
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